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AN AGGREGATE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION FUNCTION
FOR THE U.S.A. IN 1965-1969'
James w. RIcharchon

Department of Agricultural Economics, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma

AD agrepce qrkaJtura1 produc:tioa fuoctioo, i.... • mathematical clescrip
doG of farm output .. • function of fttious iapua. iocludias pesticides. fertilizer.
etop1aDcl, m8Chiaery and labor, js preteDtecI.

A current production function, specifi
cally one including pesticide as an input,
is needed DOW more than ever before be
cause of the envi.ronmental questiODS COD·

cerning pesticide use. The objective of this
study is to develop such an aggregate
agricultural production function for the
U.s.A.

METHODS
An a8Bl'egate production function is

estimated here for the 1965-1969 time
period. The C4bb-Douglas functional form
IS used because of its previous use in
a"tegate economic studies (1, 2), its ease
of estimating parameters, and its provision
for diminishing factor returns and OODStant
elasticity of factor substitution which are
reaIOnably oonsistent with reality. Cobb
Douglas function parameters can be esti
mated by factor share, a methodology uti
lized by Tyner and TweeteD in .studying
optimum resource allocation for the U.s.
agriculture (1) .

Pactor share for an input (X I ) is the
ratio of total expenditures for the input
and the total value of the output. Given
competitive equilibrium oonditioDS (a Y/
aXl) = (Pm /P7 ), then the right hand

side of Equation I, by definition of the
factor share FI for input XI' is equal to:
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. Pd is prictof faaor XI'

p 7 is price. of ClIUtlJ'.1t Y,
and the left band skte of Equation 1 is, by
defiailiao. .the eluticie, of production for
factor X" Siote r.be eJutidty of production
is the apooeotial coeffideat·. in a Cobb
Douala fuactioR, the fuoetioas .ooefficieots
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can be derived from a"regate expenditure
data.

The assumption of equilibrium implicit
in use of factor shares to estimate elasticities
of production in Equation 1 is especially
violated for pesticides, labor, and fertilizer.
The adjusted factor share (1) F~ which is
used as the elasticity of produaion is found
by multiplying Ft by the ratio of the input's
marginal revenue to marginal cost as in
Equation 2:
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1 presents the estimated elasticities
of produaion for the factors in Equation 3.
with Ft = b l :
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The input categories are similar to those
used by Tyner and Tweeten (1) with the
inclusion of pesticides and the exclusion
of real estate taxes. Real estate taxes are a
factor in determining the price of real
estate and are, therefore, implicit in the
real estate input. The output variable is
adjusted farm output, the cash receipts (in
dollars) for sales and adjusted for inter
farm transfers and government payments
for land diversion. The intercept A in equa
tion 3 is 13.9885.

The elasticity of production for pesti
cides (bt ) is 0.0473. i .•., a 1% decrease in
the use of pesticide decreases farm output
0.047%. A reduction in pesticide use by
10% causes a -'.7% decrease in farm output
or about a $1-'5 million decrease in tocal
farm outpUt. The elasticity of production
for fertilizer is 0.1266. i.••, 1096 increaae. in
fenilizer use increases farm outpUt by
12.6%. or about $386 million.
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TABLII 2. Cotll~ of ~tl.mo. .£UtkilU,
of ;"fnIJs .stMuJ.J by two Jiff.,."" #.M.,.

The elasticity of production for pesti
ciele is almost identical for the two ItUdies.
The slight diffe.reaee is JDOIt likely due to
the increased 1IJe of icides in 1965
1969 relative to 1963. ~lasticity of pro-
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duction for fertilizer in this study is lower
tban that reported by Headley (Table 2).
However, another source (3) suggests that
the factor share (elasticity of production)
for fertilizer was sJigbdy larger than 0.16,
which lends support to this study's esti
mate of 0.1266.

The estimated elasticities for farm. labor
and real estate are almost identical for the
two studies, with only slight differences
due to changes in factor costs and levels
of use between 1963 and 1965-1969.

Machinery's elasticity of production as
estimated by Headley appears to be large
compared to this study's estimate. The
reason for the difference is that Headley
includes machinery repairs, direct costs of
operation, and the annual investment in
machinery to compute the elasticity for
machinery. In this study, the sum of elas
ticities of production for machinery,
machinery operating expenses, and miscell
aneous operating expenses, equals a value
of 0.344, approximately equal to Headley's
estimate of 0.3178 for machinery. Tyner and
Tweeten ( 1) suggest that Headley's esti
mate is high and should be dealt with
accordingly. Headley did not estimate the
elasticities of production for livestock, feed,
and seed or for crop and livestock expenses
separately but included them in a lump sum
referred to as "other."

The aggregate agricultural production
function presented here is useful to re
searchers because it is for a recent time
period and from it can be estimated the
marginal rate of substitution between in
puts, the optimal input use, and the impact
of pesticides or fertilizer restrictions on
output. There are other policy uses for this
function, but it should be used with the
same caution given all aggregate functions.

The author appreciates the review com·
ments and suggestions during preparation
of this paper given by Luther G. Tweeten•
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.0473

.1266
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.1195
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.os28

Richanboo
1965·1969loput

Pesddcles (1bs aaiTe
iqredienu) .0473

Pertilizer and lime
(tons purchased) .1266

I.ivesud, feed, and seed ($)b .1322
labor 00 farms (mao-hn) .1651
Machinery ($)c .1238
Real estate (')d .1957
Machioery operating apemes (,)e .1195
MisceIlaoeons current

operariog apeoses (.) f .0611
Crop and livestock inventory (.) g .0528

S'd.:Jti~ 1.0241

a Estimated for production function specified in
l!quation 3.

b Purchased from oon·farm section; inter.farm
ttaosfen were excluded.

c <l1arges for annual investment (interest and
depredation) on machinery.

d Charges for annual investment in agricukure
(acres cropland). Value adjostcd for farm pr0
grams being capitalized into land values.

e <l1arges for fuel, repairs, and operations.
f Expenses do DOt include charge for pesticides.
g <l1arges for interest on inventory.

How do the parameters of Equation 3
compare to those estimated by other re·
searchers? Table 2 compares the elasticities
of production for Equation 3 to those esti
mated by Headley (2), for his is the most
recent (1963 ) aggregate agricultural pro
duction function which included pesticide
as an input.
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